Abstract: Spectroscopy for a modified Schwarzschild black hole in noncommutative spacetimes is investigated. By utilizing an action invariance of black holes, the equally spaced entropy spectrum characteristic of Bekenstein's original derivation is recovered. The derived spectrum is independent of the noncommutative parameter θ, and holds for all the existed noncommutative black holes independent of mass. On the other hand, the obtained area spectrum is not always equidistant due to the noncommutativity effects of the modified spacetimes. For large black holes, the equally spaced area spectrum spectrum can be obtained at the leading order in θ. But, for small black holes, the derived area spectrum is not equidistant, and it depends the noncommutative parameter. In addition, the one loop back reaction effect on the spectroscopy of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole is discussed. In this calculation, due to the back reaction effect, the equidistant area spectrum can not be obtained for all the noncommutative black holes with both large and small mass. Conversely, the back reaction effect has no influence on the entropy spectrum. The obtained entropy spectrum is equidistant and consistent with the original Bekenstein's spectrum for all the existed noncommutative Schwarzschild black holes.
Introduction
It was an important theoretical discovery that black holes can emit black body radiation Hawking (1974) . Through this, the first physically relevant window to black hole quantum properties and the physical inspection of quantum gravity were presented. Black hole spectroscopy is an interesting aspect on black holes quantum properties. By the analogy that a black hole plays the role in gravity as an atom plays in the quantum mechanics, black hole area quantization was proposed Bekenstein (1972 Bekenstein ( , 1974 Bekenstein ( , 1997 Bekenstein ( , 1998 . Furthermore, it was proved that the event horizon area was an adiabatic invariant Bekenstein (1974 Bekenstein ( , 1997 Bekenstein ( , 1998 . That is, for an slowly evolving black hole, the horizon area varies slowly with any variation of external perturbations. Thus, considering the Ehrenfest principle, that any classical adiabatic invariant corresponds to a quantum quantity with discrete spectrum, the quantum spec-
the black hole entropy quantization with the equidistant spectrum was inferred as
Inspired by the adiabatic invariance of black hole area, different adiabatic invariants for discussing the black hole spectroscopy is proposed both the area and entropy a spectra of black holes were obtained Barvinsky et al. (2001a Barvinsky et al. ( ,b, 2002 ; Kwon & Nam (2010) ; Louko & Makela (1996) ; Majhi & Vagenas (2011); Kunstatter (2003) ; Maggiore (2008) . Among them, an adiabatic invariant action variable of black holes was presented as Majhi & Vagenas (2011) 
= ∫︁ p0 ∫︁ 0 dp ′ 0 dq 0 + ∫︁ pr ∫︁ 0 dp ′ r dqr , where p i is the particle's conjugate momentum of the coordinate q i , q 0 = τ with τ is the Euclidean time. The adiabatic invariant was proposed by investigating the outgoing particles passing through the event horizon of black holes. By applying the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule to the adiabatic invariant, the black hole quantum spectrum was studied and the evenly spaced entropy spectrum (3) was presented Majhi & Vagenas (2011) . Using the entropy formula (2), the area spectrum (1) was also obtained. But, when the entropy area relation deviats form formula (2), the area spectrum obtained was different to the spectrum (1), and was not equidistant. In later literature, following Majhi and Vegenas's method of studying black hole quantum spectrum, the action invariant (4) has been used and studied extensively Li (2012) ; Li et al. (2013); Liu (2012b) ; Liu & Liu (2015) ; Qi (2014) ; Zeng & Liu (2012); Liu (2012a) .
Results consistent with Majhi & Vagenas (2011) were obtained Li (2012); Li et al. (2013); Liu (2012b) ; Liu & Liu (2015) ; Qi (2014) ; Zeng & Liu (2012); Liu (2012a) . But, due to the spacetime quantum property, the obtained area spectra were not always equally spaced and different in different quantum-corrected black holes. In addition, in Liu (2012a) , the adiabatic invariant (4) was rewritten as
where q i is the dynamic degree freedom in Euclidean coordinate, and the integral path encircles closely the event horizon. The rewritten adiabatic invariant is given by considering the action variable to have the canonical invariance. As in (4), to calculate the action invariant (5), the period of the gravity system at the event horizon was used. Besides black hole spectroscopy, the other interesting approach to black hole quantum properties and quantum gravity effects is quantum corrected spacetimes. Noncommutative geometry is just one of the interesting theories of spacetime quantization. It is proposed that, in the extreme regime of string effects being considered, the spacetime coordinates is noncommutative operators satisfying Witten (1996); Szabo (2003) ; Seiberg & Witten (1999) 
wherex i are the coordinate operators where θ ij is a real, antisymmetric and constant tensor. The noncommutative tensor determines the fundamental cell discretization of space much in the same fashion as the Planck constant discretized phase space. The other way to include noncommutative effect in gravity is to incorporate the noncommutativity effect in the mass term of the gravitating object Smailagic & Spalluccei (2003a,b) ; Nicolini et al. (2006) . In the noncommutative space, due to the spatial position uncertainty relation (6), the usual definition of mass density in terms of a Dirac delta function does not hold. It is given by a Gaussian distribution with the minimal width √ θ, where the noncommutative parameter θ is a positive number of order the Planck constant. This way, inspired by space noncommutativity, the mass density for a static, spherically, smeared, particle-like gravitational source is written as
That is, the particle mass M is diffused throughout a region of linear size √ θ, the mass inside a sphere of radius r is
where γ( 
In the region r ≫ √ θ, m(r) → M, the noncommutative mass m(r) approaches the the commutative limit M. However, in the region r ≤ √ θ, the spacetime noncommutativity can prevent the object collapsing into a matter point. This is the basic physical effect on matter of the noncommutative parameter θ and the new physics was expected at distance r ≃ √ θ. For the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole, there existes no singularity of scalar curvature R at the origin Nicolini et al. (2006); Nicolini (2005) ; Ansoldi et al. (2007); Myung et al. (2007) . This is a significant difference with the conventional Schwarzschild black hole, in which the scalar curvature is divergence and the temperature becomes arbitrarily large with r → 0. Further, it was pointed that there exists no scalar singularities in the noncommutative spacetime according to the classification of the singularities Cai & Wang (2010) . The thermodynamics for the noncommutative black holes has been investigated extensively Kar (2006) In this note, using the action variable formula (5), we extend Majhi and Vegenas's work to the Schwarzschild black hole inspired by noncommutative spacetimes. We mainly want to investigate the effect of spacetime noncommutativity on black hole spectroscopy. It has been proposed that, in an underlying quantum gravity theory, the area spectrum of black holes can derived from the quantum levels of the excited black hole somewhat similar to the Bohr model of a hydrogen atom Corda (2012 Corda ( , 2015a . If so, the quantization of black hole could indeed have profound implication in quantum theory of gravity. The present results show that the noncommutative parameter θ has no impact on the entropy spectrum but has some impact on the area spectrum. By utilizing an action invariance of the black hole and with the help of BohrSommerfield quantization rule applied to the period of the gravity system, the equally spaced entropy spectrum (3) is obtained for both small and large noncommutative black holes. On the other hand, due to noncommutative effects, the obtained area spectrum is not equally spaced and the area spacing depends on the horizon area of the black hole and the noncommutative parameter θ. We also discuss, the back reaction effect on the spectroscopy of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole. It is shown that, due to the back reaction, equidistant area spectrum is not obtained forblack holes on all scales. Even for large black holes, the area spectrum is not evenly spaced and has a dependence on the back reaction parameter α. In contrast, back reaction effects have no influence on the entropy spectrum. Yet, the obtained entropy spectrum was still equidistant and has no dependence on α for all noncommutative black holes with different scales.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, for the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole, we calculated the action variable (5) and obtained the entropy spectrum by the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule. In Sect. 3, by the entropy spectrum and the area law of the black hole, we derived the area spectrum of the black hole and analyze its quantum corrections. The back reaction effect on the area and entropy spectrum of the noncommutative black hole is discussed. The paper finishes with a summary and discussion.
The entropy spectrum of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole
Spacetime noncommutativity can modify the usual black hole metric of black holes. An important property of the noncommutative black hole is that it eliminates pointlike structures Smailagic & Spalluccei (2003a) , in favor of a smeared object such as (7) or (8). Then, for the usual Schwarzschild spacetime
replaced the mass term M by the noncommutative mass m(r) of (8), the metric of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole can be obtained directly as Banerjee et al. (2008) 
In detail, the noncommutative black hole can be obtained by solving the Einstein equation with the noncommutative mass density (7). For this matter source, the energy momentum tensor T 
which describes a static, spherically symmetric noncommutative black hole spacetime satisfying the conservation condition T νµ ; µ = 0. Then, substituting the the energy momentum tensor into the Einstein equation, the noncommutative solution (11) can be given definitely. The element (11) represents a self-gravitating, anisotropic fluid type matter. It dependes explicitly on the noncommutative parameter θ. In the small radius regime r ≃ √ θ, there exist a radial pressure gradient due to the quantum vacuum fluctuation and it balances the inward gravitational attraction. For large θ, the spacetime noncommutativity will prevent the collapse of the matter to a point as is the case in the usual black hole spacetime of (10). But, when r ≫ √ θ, the value of γ( 3 2 , r 2 4θ ) will be closer to √ π 2 and the element (11) is just the element (10). Now, for the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole (11), we study the entropy spectrum using the action invariable (5). By the transformation t → −iτ, the Euclidean metric of the black hole can be obtained as
where Mτ is the Euclidean mass with M t → iMτ. For the static spherically symmetric spacetime, the only dynamical degree freedom is radial and the adiabatic invariant quantity (5) is
To calculate the action invariance of the black hole, we can conveniently use the result that the period of the Euclidean time of a loop about the event horizon being equal the inverse of the temperature of black hole. This is why we adopt here the Euclidean metric.
In (14), we eliminate the momentum pr through Hamilton's equation:
Here the radial paths 
Thus, the ADM mass of the noncommutative black hole equals that of the usual black hole. Now, substituting (15) and (16) into (14) yields
Next, in order to perform the integral over time, the period of the gravity system at the event horizon can be used. The period of the Euclidean time of a loop about the event horizon equals 2π multiplying the inverse of the temperature of the black hole Gibbons & Hawking (1977) ; Barvinsky et al. (2001b) ; Majhi & Vagenas (2011); Ropotenko (2009) , namely
Then, switching the order of the integral and finishing the integral on time by using (18), (17) yields
Now, for the noncommutative black hole (13), applying the first law of black hole thermodynamics
the adiabatic invariant (5) is obtained as
Thus, according to the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization formula In = 2πn, the entropy spectrum of the modified Schwarzschild black hole becomes
The obtained entropy spectrum is equidistant and is just the original Bekenstein's spectrum (3) 
The quantum corrections to the area spectrum of the noncommutative black hole
In this section, by using the obtained entropy spectrum, we give the area spectrum for the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole. The noncommutative black hole will have quantum gravity effect and corrections to the black hole entropy (2) Banerjee et al. (2008 Banerjee et al. ( , 2009 Gangopadhyay & Roychowdhury (2010) . The area spectrum should have corrections to Bekenstein's spectrum (1). For the noncommutative black hole (11), the event horizon r = r h can be obtained by letting g tt = 0 as 
Then, the noncommutative horizon area is obtained as
It is seen that the noncommutative horizon location and area depend on the noncommutative parameter. In the limit θ → 0, both values can come back to their usual values. The Hawking temperature of black hole can be obtained from the surface gravity as T = κ 2π . The surface gravity on the event horizon can be written as
Then, the temperature of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole (11) is obtained as
As the same to (24), in the regime M ≫ √ θ, keeping up to the leading order in θ, the temperature can be written as
Thus, the black hole temperature depends on the noncommutative parameter and is lower than the temperature of the usual black hole. The noncommutative parameter dependence of the temperature and area of the modified black hole clearly originates in the quantum effects of the noncommutative spacetime. One can expect that, spacetime quantum effects should also have some influence on the black hole entropy and the area spectra. In addition, by using the first law of black hole thermodynamics (20), the differential entropy of the noncommutative black hole (11) can be written as
Then, substituting (28) into (29) yields
Thus, by integrating over M, the entropy for the noncommutative black hole is obtained as
Considering the horizon area (25), the entropy area relation for the black hole is written as
Now, substituting the discrete entropy (22) into the entropy formula (32), we obtained the area spectrum as
We see that the area spectrum for the noncommutative black hole depend on the noncommutative parameter θ and the black hole mass. This is an unequaly spaced area spectrum. But, for the large black hole √ M ≫ θ and at the leading order θ, the noncommutative area spectrum is
So that Bekenstein's evenly spaced area spectrum (1) with constant area quantum △A = A n+1 − An = 8π is recovered again. In this case the area entropy relation (32) comes back to the area law (2). By a numerical analysis, it was found that, the Bekenstein-Hawking area law S = 
The first part S bh = A 4 of the entropy formula is just the B-H entropy. The second part, expressing the noncommutative corrections to the area law, is a function of the black hole area and the noncommutative parameter. The function involves exponentials of the area, the error function and the upper incomplete gamma function, and it disappears in commutative spacetimes. The area of the black hole can be expressed as
Thus, considering the entropy spectrum (22), we have the area spectrum of the small noncommutative black hole as
The area spectrum is not equidistant and has the dependence on the noncommutative parameter and the horizon area. This differs from the usual Schwarzschild black hole by using the action invariance (5), in which the constant area quantum △A = 8π was found Liu (2012a) . So, the area spectrum of the noncommutative black hole is equally spaced in the regime M ≥ 2.4 θ. An other possible way to include quantum effects in the discussion of Hawking radiation is to consider the quantum back reaction effects. Using the conformal anomaly method, the modifications to the Hawking temperature by the one loop back reaction was obtained as Lousto & Sanchez (1988); Fursaev (1995) ; York (1985) 
where T H was the Hawking temperature ignoring the back reaction. The back reaction effect is expressed through the parameter α. It was related to the trace anomaly coefficient and a pure numerical factor of the , so α is of the same order as the noncommutative parameter θ. Then, considering the back reaction effect, the temperature of (27) was modified as 
Using the black hole temperature (39) and iterating the derivation on the entropy spectrum in Sect. 2, it is seen that the entropy spectrum (22) still holds. In fact, the the derivation was not affected by the specific expression of the temperature. So, consideration of back-reaction effects in non-commutative black holes with M ≥ 1.9 √ θ, we have the equidistant entropy spectrum:
This result expresses the original Bekenstein spectrum, and it is also the entropy spectrum from other black holes by the action invariant without considering the back reaction effects Majhi & Vagenas (2011); Liu & Liu (2015) . So, we see that, the entropy spectrum of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole is not affected by the back reaction effects.
Next, let us analyze the area spectrum including the back reaction effects in the noncommutative spacetimes. 
